
(I-r) Standing: Conrad Sharpe, Taylor Ingle, Wyatt Adams, and Logan Robinson.
Not Pictured: Head Coach Ken Atkerson and Assistant Coach Mark Chapman.

With an'other season in the books, the
Eagle golf team had their most successful
season since the 2010. With a new player,
Conrad Sharpe, to add to the team, the four
golfers beat at least one team every match
they played in. Even though the Eagles
barely missed qualifying for state, they still
came away with many positive things to
reflect on going into next year's season.
Taylor Ingle once again qualified for
individual play at the state tournament and
finished up his RWA golf career in a tie for
second place.

r.Wyatt and Conrad take a moment to compare their scores
with one another after play has been completed. All scores
must be added correctly and attested for after every rounc
for them to count. 2.Conrad Sharpe watches his bill
intently after chipping it towards the hole in hopes ;
making an unconventional birdie. Conrad proved to be
skillful all throughout the year with his short game.
3. Focusing on the ball, Logan Robinson, a sophomore
begins his back swing with a driver on the first tee.

, Fully Loaded. Wyatt Adams takes the
club back to the top of his swing trying EagleEye. Conrad Sharpe looks at the
to generate great powerto advance the . subtle breaks in the green before putting
ball down the fairway. Wyatt's phy~ical Follow Through. Logan Robinson follows-through his ball at the hoTe. C'onrad's good eye Bombs Away.
strength helped on those Intimidatingly with the club head pointing at the target after a short sight and depth perception were key to Taylor Ingle rips a
long holes. chip shot. Logan possessed great fundamentals that his great putting abilities. straight down the
Gdf helped him everywhere on the course this season. fairway as his to",,.,..-~
[078) on. Taylor has beef' =-
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